
Cryptic 2023-08 Darren Miller 

Online fillable version here: https://dkmiller71.github.io/DarrensPuzzles/puzzles/xword/Cryptic202308 

Across: 

1 Cigarettes’ reek finally replaced with a hint of really sweet 

stuff (1’5) 

5 Prankster unwrapped Fedex hamper (6) 

10 Drunken fling with hunk is never gonna happen (7,8) 

11 Gossips flipping year in review filled with celebrities (6) 

12 Jack and knight trapped in hot glue? It’s wild (6) 

14 Made to think new thoughts about black god with fashionable 

laundry (9) 

17 Fragrance of that tarragon essence (5) 

18 Paladin heads off after sunset (5) 

20 Casey smuggles an earring, for example (4,5) 

22 Not the first kitchen remodeled with a specific cultural 

style (6) 

23 Need you to become a wiry frame (6) 

27 Eagles hit the calf or a lion, I suspect (5,10) 

28 Woods is not opposed to relaxation, according to rumor (6) 

29 Trip in the dark from every other green dye type (3-3) 

Down: 

2 Matt’s cart has no teas with a color (7) 

3 Transfer back and forth (5) 

4 At first, scientists always limit the stuff that may be 

shaken (4) 

6 Personal letters make moms groan sadly (9) 

7 Noteworthy component of problem in entertainment (7) 

8 Breaking new ground on pins and needles (4) 

9 Hollow triumph should lead to a bit of solemn reflections (8) 

10 Woman and boy admitting his magical dollar bill is a lucky 

token (8) 

13 Oddly, Germany’s air began in uncharted territory (4,4) 

15 Succinct summaries of close rings, according to Spooner (9) 

16 Broken chair valued half-off and kept for historical 

purposes (8) 

19 Son leaves generators running to become more powerful (7) 

21 Bureau you are leading without a sense of haste (7) 

24 Escape from a hole (5) 

25 Panhandler found in outreach efforts (4) 

26 Landing atop ski slope or trains (4) 
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